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Summary: This study is aiming to analyze the behavior of an independent Moroccan
electronic support “Hespress”. The analysis will highlight the way Hespress has evaluated
before, during and after the uprising in Morocco. Using critical discourse analysis on articles
and videos between 2007 and 2014, the study will show how a media can radically change its
editorial line in few years and serve to interests it was one of the biggest opponents in its
beginnings.
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Source: Screenshot from the page: www.hespress.com (representing the Logo of Hespress, taken on June
20th, 2014). Translation: “The first Moroccan electronic newspaper... Constantly updated ”
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Introduction and background

Internet has become nowadays undoubtedly one of the most important means of information,
if not the most important one. This tool allowing information reception in Real time (with
possible notification) is not even a luxury, but a widespread mean of communication used
almost everywhere. Arab countries are not the exception, and since 1991 (date of linking
Tunisia to Internet, being the first Arab country to be connected2), Internet is more and more
present in the society, and even encouraged by the governments: “We firmly believe that
technology adoption from a governmental, societal and economic point of view is essential to
the growth and stability of the Jordanian economy and society” King Abdullah of Jordan3.
If Internet in the Arab countries was in foreign languages (English and French) and rather
expensive, its Arabization in the 2000’s and the lowering of prices spread its use in
exponential rates (2066 % user growth in the Arab world between 2000 and 2010 4). The use
of the Web within those closed and less open societies provided an alternative way of
expression despite the efforts put by regimes to control it. Different opposition movements
and “officially” marginalized fractions (minorities, ideologies, religious powers…) made their
appearance on Internet. This context of spread and free of censorship has led to the
beginnings of what might be called the Internet revolution5. Since the End of 2010 (Tunisian
revolution) and until nowadays, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter among others have proved
themselves being powerful tools of mass-mobilization and fast real-time coverage spread to
millions of readers/watchers.
Unfortunately, this “boom” was not followed by the traditional media sector, where
journalists in Arab newspapers and magazines were publishing online the same content
available in paper, instead of “taking advantage of the interactive nature of Internet” 6. This
passive approach firstly does not apply to a correct use of Internet by definition (not
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interactive), but it makes moreover this media useless since it publishes “old” content for
Internet standards (in contrast with the one day late updates in traditional newspapers, one
hour late information in Internet is already “old”).
The lack of Arab interactive content in a context of political movements (and later on
revolutions) and a more available internet has created a need of real-time “trusted”
information. It was in this environment that “electronic media” started to appear. One of the
first Arabic written electronic newspapers is the Moroccan support Hespress. It was launched
in February 20077 and was ranked as the first electronic newspaper in the Maghreb region and
the third most powerful Arab information website in 20128. The name is inspired from the
Greek “Hesperis”, which referred to Gardens in ancient Morocco. It is also a homonym of the
French study magazine about Morocco during the colonial time: Hesperis – Archives berbères
et bulletin de l’Institut des Hautes Etudes Marocaines”9.
Hespress started as a blog in 2007, gathering articles from different writers in one support. It
was the first ever Moroccan Arabic media to publish a caricature of the Moroccan king
Mohammed VI10. The support was through time modified into an information website with
different sections (politics, sports, economy, languages, society…) and having nowadays its
own journalist and correspondents. It is not only an “electronic newspaper” (even if text
content is the majority), but it does also have video sections, were different videos uploaded
from YouTube are shown, and (one of its most successful features) it allows reader to
comment and express their opinions. Articles in Hespress are not famous by the content, but
rather by the comments and different opinions. Hespress allows also readers to vote and rate
comments. This way of proceeding gives an idea about the subject and allows discussions
around the subject, taking even the topic to a further extend (even if censorship and control
are relatively present).
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that the first article published in Hespress was written in February 19th 2007. Last viewed August 8th 2014
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Hespress communication way is not only the website and the comments, but also the
Facebook page reaching nowadays 2 million fans 11, allowing even more interaction,
comments, and less control than in the website.
Even if Hespress was launched in 2007, the website has been most consulted and noticed
during and after the Arab revolutions. Hespress was in fact at the beginning of 2011 a source
of information for the 20 February protest movement in Morocco. Since then, it was
“officially” recognized as a “noticeable electronic media” and its behavior after the end of the
protests can seem different than the one it had when it started.

Purpose and questions
The purpose of the study is to clarify how Hespress, the biggest information website in
Morocco has changed its editorial line after the “Moroccan Spring” and become more
“institutionalized”. The questions that I have attempted to answer are these:


Which language and images are used to describe political situations and actors
involved? How do they vary from what used in the pre-Arab spring period?



What are the common sources of information of Hespress? Did they change through
time?



How are the words, images and videos used to affect the audience and send messages
in the “new” Hespress?

Theory
The theory used in order to proceed the analysis of information will be inspired from Roland
Bathes Theory based on Denotation and Connotation and metaphors. Denotation is the
concrete meaning of a word or a picture, the most basic explanation that one understands at
the first moment of reading/seeing. However, it is very rare that one stops at the first level
(Denotation). A reader/listener/watcher does always give a deeper meaning to the content.
This meaning can be based on one’s own experience, worldview, way of thinking, ideology,
or even to the mother tongue. Words, just as images have many senses and one situation can
be described by different ways depending on the used words or angles (for the image). This
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choice gives a connotation to the situation; it is the deeper layer of the meaning12.
Connotation varies from a person to another, and even if a content is the same, two people
might interpret it differently, and even on with opposite meanings. Media, intentionally or not,
take advantage concepts of connotation and denotation by choosing words and images to
illustrate their articles. The choice of a word or expression might indeed deeply influence the
interpretation (Connotation) of the reader, who would have understood something else (from
the same situation) if another word was used to describe. The image of a “Black French
soldier giving a military salute” used by Barthes13 explains perfectly this behavior. If the
picture was taken to a white soldier, the interpretation will be different. Both have a
denotation of a “picture of a French Soldier”, but the connotative level is different and raises
many between-lines questions about French nationalism such as: “What is being French? Can
you be French and Black? ...”. The case of Hespress and its choices for words and images
during different points of time will be the aim of this analysis.
Not only Denotation and Connotation were highlighted by Barthes, but also metaphors and
their use. Here again, both concepts can be combined, since the choice of one metaphor over
another would affect the final idea the receiver will have. All words, images and content are
carefully chosen by publishers. They show the line and ideas/ideologies represented in the
Media, and their study is essential in order to draw conclusions over the analysis.

Method
I have utilized the method known as rhetorical analysis. This analysis takes its origins from
Aristotle’s writings. It starts with studying the person giving the speech/writing a text through
the three rhetorical tools: logos, ethos and pathos14. Logos is the argument based on facts and
numbers, using a logical formulation and talking with a rational reasoning and concrete
examples. Ethos is the argument regarding the person talking/writing and what would be
called today by “credibility” or reliability of this person. Finally pathos is the use of feelings
and irrational senses and the ability to wake them into the receiver’s heart.
The second step of the approach questions the building of the text, its structure, the arguments
used, and the importance given to each one. Style and language are then analyzed in the third
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part. Uses of words and images instead of others can be shown in this step (use of
“Revolution”, “protest”, “insecurity” or “Arab spring”, way of talking about the king “a
sacred person in Morocco”… ). Not only should the method focus on the used words or
arguments, but also on the absent ones. Importance given to one information in contrast with
another is an important phase of the rhetorical media analysis. The reasons behind this and
the realities and aims of each choice are analyzed.

Material
I have analyzed different contents published by Hespress including: Written informative
articles (not opinion articles), images accompanying articles, videos (mainly to know the
subject of the content, not the video itself), which usually are comments of the main
headlines. In the case of articles, and even if they are not opinion articles, it would be difficult
to list them as completely neutral since Hespress was started as a blog where “amateurs” were
writing. There is indeed and until this day (July 27th 2014) any laws and regulations about
electronic Media in Morocco. A proper nomination of “Journalist” would then be biased, even
if it is the closest definition to a Hespress worker. Information and articles do not have a
specific time when they appear, but Hespress is rather updated constantly with new content.
Material varies from 2007 to 2014. The period is quite widespread since the aim of the
analysis is to show the development of the editorial line and the difference between then and
now, through the “Arab Spring” period and the 20 February 2011 protests in Morocco.

Limitations
It is very difficult to judge and evaluate all information from the Internet in a reliable and
trustworthy way. This is even more difficult when it comes to non-regularized media, that can
compared to a big Facebook or Twitter account having many readers and influence. Hespress
does not have an official editorial line and never expresses its opinions or points of view as a
media. It is rather a gathering of bloggers, human rights militants and journalists who started a
new (and successful) experience in the region. This means that the officialization of
Electronic media can change Hespress again to a new editorial line and other opinions. The
outcome of this analysis is very limited and applies only to the current situation, which can
change at any time in Morocco. Material used can also appear not significant for a period of 7
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years, but the aim is to give a general idea about the transformation happening in the biggest
“independent” Moroccan media (not only in Internet).

Analysis
In the following analysis below regarding Hespress elements of language, a large period from
May 11th 2007 until July 28th 2014 (7 years timespan) was studied and investigated. For every
headline (or article), a screenshot or the Arabic version will be provided, joined by an English
translation (made by me). The translation does not only regard the part of the screenshot, but
also other parts of the article that might have interesting content. Descriptions and comments
will then follow. Articles and Images do not always relate to each other, and subjects might be
different. Links for the original articles are all given in footnotes. Articles/posts/Videos are all
analyzed following the Chronologic order, the first article being analyzed is on 2007, the last
one on 2014.


11th May 2007, Article15
Translation:
- “King Mohammed the Sixth… Scarcity of
Sound and abundance of image”
- “Seven years of reign where we have never
seen an interview of the king on TV or Radio”
- “Mohammed VI needs to talk more, people
need to hear ideas from him personally,
rather than private sessions with foreign
press”.
- “Is it too much to ask only for an annual
interview with the king?”

Comment:
The first element to be noticed in the article is the nomination given to the King. It is stated
“Mohammed 6 needs”. Besides the fact that calling the King with his direct name without any
15
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formula, the use of the world “needs” refers to a critical position towards the highest power in
the country. It could have been replaced by a more nuanced expression as “would maybe
like”. The choice of those strong words and the final question give then a very critical
connotation to the article, which is rather atypical in the Moroccan media towards the king.
This article is one of the first articles issued by Hespress and is questioning the king and his
duties as the head of state in a very critical way. The article was in fact written in 2007
(before the new constitution of 2011), and the King was a sacred person not subject to
questioning from anyone. The writer is Moroccan and nothing happened with him even after
writing the article.


16th June 2007, Article16
Translation:
-“The moral responsibility of King Mohammed
the Sixth”
-“The suffering of the people and their hopes
impose on the King a grave moral responsibility,
starting from the serious fight against corruption
and waste of public funds”
-“ It is Incomprehensible how what is published
about scandals involving some close to the court
is not followed with account nor punishment”
-“The King, through his executive situation, in a
non-democratic system, and as a “commander of
the believers” in the system of religion, is obliged
to maintain the public funds”

Comment:
This article is written by the same writer as the previous one. The date is also close. What can
be observed already from the beginning is that it is in the continuity of a very critical editorial
line. Heavy words as “impose, is obliged, grave responsibility” put a heavy connotative
burden on the text. Critics are direct and clear towards the King as head of state and
“commander of believers” (the religious status he has about himself). Again other “softer”
expressions could have been chosen to express the disagreement, but I think that it seems
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clear that Hespress wanted to criticize directly and show its opposition through those first
articles.


30th January 200817, 29th April 200818, Articles

Translation:
- “Mohammed the Sixth appoints Hafid Benhachem as a general delegate for the penitentiary
administration”
- “Mohammed the Sixth follows the progress of the investigation of Casablanca’s fire”
- “King Mohammed the Sixth issued his instructions (…)”

Comment
What is interesting to observe in these two 2008 articles is the nomination chosen to be given
to the King in the title and in the article. The title starts in fact directly with “Mohammed 6”,
which is rather rare in Moroccan media. A formal nomination would be “His majesty the
King”, which is the standard used by the big majority of Moroccan media. Using the name
directly (either by purpose of simplification or deliberated) gives an idea about the difference
Hespress marks from the mainstream Media. Using “Mohamed the Sixth” to describe the king
would even be considered as lack of respect, independent newspapers even though “ranked”
as opposition rarely write a title without “the king”, while all official media use “His
Majesty”. Since 2008 Hespress has changed this tenancy by making it appear as neutral to call
the king only by his name.

17
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28th August 2008, Article19
Translation
-"Sefiani

describes

Mohammed

the

Sixth’s

decoration to an Israeli journalist as ‘Journalist
Normalization’ ”
-“The lawyer Khaled Sefiani criticized the decoration
of the King Mohammed the Sixth to the Israeli
diplomat and Journalist of Moroccan origins Yehuda
Lancry”

Comment:
This article from 2008 without signature
(written by “Hespress from Rabat”) cites
Khaled Sefiani, a prominent pro-Palestinian activist in Morocco. The article is rather neutral
in the way that it “just” reports Sefiani’s words and thoughts. However, the choice of
publishing it is of course not neutral since it contains again direct critics against a “sacred”
person in Morocco.


3rd August 2010, Article20
Translation:
- “What is left from the “new era”?”
- “Today that more than ten years has gone
through we can affirm that it all evaporated and
became among hopes, aspirations and dreams”
- “ What is noticed is that the new “Makhzen”
completely failed to renew itself during those last
years, and has failed miserably to accurate its
slogans with its speech and methods”

Comment:
This article was written in 2010 after 3
years of the launch of Hespress. The new
era referred to in the article is the period from 1999 until today. It symbolizes the
access of the King Mohammed the Sixth to the throne and has a positive connotation
19
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in the way that it is a break with the “old Era” of his father Hassan 2. Questioning this
positive word in the title shows already a critical view that will be developed by the
writer on the article. The writer (Omar iharchane) is a member of the Adl wa Ihasane
organization, which is openly against monarchy in Morocco, and forms the biggest
non recognized Islamist opposition in Morocco. The article is criticizing the Makhzen
(name for the regime in Morocco) and exposes its “failures”. As for the moment, we
have observed that from 2007 to 2010 Hespress had a rather open line where critics to
the king and the regime could be addressed directly and without big problems.


31st January 2011, Article21
Translation:
- “Moroccan “Facebookers” go out on the streets
at the end of February”
- “Moroccan activists calling themselves “freedom
and democracy now movement” have announced
on the internet”
- “Hespress has received the text of the first
statement”
- “The statement which was also issued in the
Facebook group of the proclaimed movement
without announcing its members said …”
- “The list of demands of “Freedom and
Democracy now movement” contains 5 points”

Comment:
This article issued at the end of January 2011 is the first article in Hespress to mention the 20
February 2011 protests, inspired by the revolutions in the neighboring countries. It was issued
hours after the “20 February” Facebook group launch and describes the aims and motives of
the movement. The writer of the article seems taking his precautions and takes distance from
the movement. Usage of expression as “calling themselves, we have received a text,
proclaimed movement” shows that the writer is suspicious towards the movement and does
not want to take a position either for or against. This can be understood especially that the
movement itself was unclear and its founders were unknown. Taking a position for such an
influent media as Hespress could be determinant in this case, but the choice of neutrality (or
wait passively for what it will give/ Support the winner) can also be probable explanation to
21
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the situation. Even if Hespress as shown in earlier articles was ranked as an “opposition”
media pushing the limits for freedom of expression, we can say that they chose neutrality
toward the 20 February protests.


31st January 2011, Article22
Translation:
- “Moroccans of Facebook call for a “love March”
in honor of the King”
- “ Some Youth groups in Morocco called on the
social website Facebook to organize what they called
“March of Love” in honor and recognition of King
Mohammad the Sixth”
- “ Reactions of Moroccan users of Facebook was
characterized by national pride and love and loyalty to
King Mohamed the Sixth, and the desire to give a
positive image about the country and its people, as
expressed by comments of youngsters there”

Comment:
This article was issued the same day as the one above. In order to preserve “neutrality”,
Hespress published at the same time of protest information, another one relating a march of
Love in favor of the King. However, and in opposition to the article above, this article seems
more convinced about the march. First of all, the title “Moroccans of Facebook” is completely
wrong. It gives in fact the connotation that all Moroccans on Facebook did support the march,
which is in contradiction with the Article above. The writer expressed also that “Reactions of
Moroccan users was characterized by national pride”. The type of writing, and even if trying
to give a balanced discourse (protest Vs Love march) is biased and relates a non-professional
behavior. The writer does in fact give false information and conclusions that cannot be made,
but above all, generalization is the biggest mistake. According to me, two explanations can be
given to this: Either Hespress felt obliged after its informing on the protests to backup and
published a pro-regime article, or the person responsible of the article is weak in journalism
and did not succeed to write an informative article out of the information he had.


18th February 2011, Video23
Content:

22
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The video shows young from the 20 February movement 2 days before the protests giving
reasons and asking people to go out during Sunday 20 February in order to protest. It can be
considered as an advertisement for the 20 February movement as it was first posted by them.
Comment:
The choice of Hespress to publish the video can be interpreted in more than an informative
way. The video is in fact a clear pro protest video, and its sharing 2 days before the protests
was a big mediatization, if not to say advertisement to the movement. It is difficult to say that
putting another video of a pro-regime march would make the situation balanced. A video is in
fact a powerful tool and spreads an information that maybe not a big number of people was
aware about. Choosing to publish a video has then its reasons that one reads between the
lines.


20th February 2011, Videos, Rabat24, Tangiers25
Content:

The two videos dated on the 20 February 2011 show a follow-up of the 20 February protests
in two cities: Rabat and Tangiers. The videos are silent and show people walking and
shouting slogans during the protests. Titles are “Rabat in February 20th”, and “Tangiers in
February 20th”.
Comment:
The titles and the videos show a very neutral behavior of transmitting the information. The
only thing that can be noticed is then the choice of publishing the videos of protests in those
cities (and many others). The first impression (detonation) is of course that the aim is
informing, especially that many readers live abroad and would like to know what have
happened in Morocco during that day. But it can be argued that the choice of broadcasting the
videos was not innocent, taking into account that official media silenced about the protests
and did not cover it as it would require. The coverage from Hespress was though neutral and
comments from both parts were allowed in the video comments field.

24
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21st February 2011, Article26
Translation:
- “Charred bodies in Al Hoceima belong to rioters”
- “It was shown that the five charred bodies that were
found into a bank agency that have been burned in the
city of Al Hoceima after 20th February protest, belong
to rioters trying to loot the agency, according to
witnesses”
- “The Maghreb Arab Press (MAP) agency reported
that these people were trying to rob the bank at a time
when the rioters sat fire in the building”

Comment:
This article was issued one day after the different protests of the 20 February in Morocco. If it
was calm and finished peacefully in the majority of cities, it had unfortunately another end in
the city of Al Hoceima where 5 people died burning in a Bank Agency. The case was unclear
and still remains unclear (August 2014) with accusation to the police from the victims’
families. However, the article and already one day after the tragedy came with a certitude:
The bodies belong to rioters. The choice of this expression makes it look like the case is
closed and that it was agreed by everyone. Again and until today (August 2014) and even if
interior minister has promised an investigation, there was no investigation. Unclear
expressions such as “It was shown, witnesses” show that the information is not sure but
Hespress tries to show it a “classified” and verified information. Another important detail is
the source “Maghreb Arab Press” is the official Moroccan press agency, controlled by the
state and relaying only “positive” information. Again it can be two scenarios: Either Hespress
wanted to “calm” the situation, or that the writer is really unqualified.



16th July 2011, Article27

Translation:
-“Gueddar: Our disagreement with the King imposes to us to draw caricatures of him”

26
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- “Cartoonists have the right to draw the king, and
the disagreement with the King’s political position
makes it necessary for a cartoonist to express it”
-“Sometimes the Website “Lakome” does not publish
my cartoons for one reason
- What reason?
- I use in my drawing the figure of the King.”

Comment
After the 20 February period, a relatively
calm reigned again on Morocco starting with
a new constitution voted in July. In this
context Hespress interviewed the Cartoonist “Khalid Gueddar”, known for his
cartoons about the King. The interview itself contains already public and known
information, but the choice to interview him and about this subject at that time can be
interpreted as a tentative from Hespress to relieve its line and discuss about everything
as when it has started.


21st August 2012, Article28
Translation:
- “The King presides the Ceremony of Allegiance: May
god bless you... Says the master (the king)”
- “Representatives of the various prefectures and regions
of the Kingdom came to perform the ritual of allegiance.
Lined up under the burning sun, hundreds of governors
and elected officials”
- “ The attendees were seen with their traditional outfit
standing and waiting for the huge doors to open over the
place “Mechouar”, where the king with his luxurious rope
rides his horse at a slow pace, accompanied by the palace
servers, one of them holding a big umbrella over the
King’s head”

Comment:
The article dated in August 2012 represents a different (and new) wave of articles that will be
posted on Hespress. Indeed, and besides information itself, the article seems describing in
details the ceremony of Allegiance taking place each year in the royal Palace. Usage of words
28
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such as “Lined up, huge doors, luxurious rope” seems more like narrating a story. The
narration and style reminds of the “very” official media and the MAP agency.


20th June 2014, Article29
Translation:
- “Tahar Benjellun: The wisdom of King Mohammed
the Sixth passed the “Arab Spring” in peace”
- “The Moroccan writer Taher Benjellun praised the
wisdom and insight of the King Mohammed the Sixth,
which allowed Morocco to pass beyond the stage of the
so-called “Arab spring” safely and Smoothly, and open
in front the country promising future prospects in all
different areas ”

Comment:
This recent article from June 2014 cites the Moroccan writer Tahar Benjellun and his praising
of the Moroccan monarchy and the “Wisdom” of the King. The usage of such a word
connotes to a family with a wise father or a “guide”. Benjellun is a writer and known the
weight of words. Benjellun does analyze a political actor with “familial” qualities. This is
quite normal in fact that Moroccan elite has a good relation with the regime, and Benjellun is
not the exception. The interesting fact however is that the interview was not made by
Hespress, but rather copied from another support. Why did Hespress choose to publish it?


14th July 2014, Article30
Translation:
- “King Mohammed the Sixth receives Spanish monarch
with cavalry and artillery fire”
- “King Mohammed the Sixth reserved a brilliant official
reception in honor of the Spanish monarch”

Comment:
The following article goes in the continuity of
the series started earlier. It goes beyond an
informative

article

and

starts

a

detailed

description of the King’s activities (brilliant
29
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reception, cavalry and artillery fire).

If the description in the article about the

allegiance ceremony can have a double sense (in a way that it shows how heavy it is),
the description here does not have this role since it describes a normal event. It could
be motivated by the desire to show the improvement of the Moroccan-Spanish
relations, but this could also have been discussed through a “political” article with
different improvement points instead of describing a reception.


28th July 2014, Article31
Translation:
- “Swiss expert: Monarchy is the key for
Moroccan prosperity”
- “ The Swiss expert in the Arab world affairs
Jean-Marc Meyer, considered that over the 15
years of the reign of the King Mohammed the
Sixth, the Royal institution was able to give a
powerful dynamic to a new Morocco and that it
became the key for “openness, prosperity and
stability””
-“In this regard, he stressed that what is
happening in Morocco is not only in line with the
aspiration of a people attached to their king, but also with the economic situation”

Comment:
The last article that is showed was issued at the end of July 2014. It goes in the continuity of
all above even if the choice of publishing it remains unclear. It could be understood that an
article about Benjelun’s opinion is published, since he is a prominent Moroccan writer giving
his opinion. However the article above is discussing the opinion of a “Swiss expert”. There
are a big number of experts in the world writing articles about MENA countries, the choice is
indeed unclear. The article itself is an “advertisement” for Monarchy in Morocco describing it
with positive adjectives “key for prosperity and openness”. The “Expert” adds even that
people are attached to their king, which was never proven statistically nor has sources, even if
of course it is highly likely to happen. The origin of the article is again the MAP agency that
has now a partnership with Hespress. In my opinion, I can relate the choice of this article by
the fact that it shows an opinion said by a “Swiss expert”. First Swiss connotes that the
wisdom and good work if the King are recognized internationally, and Expert refers of course
to the fact that it is someone knowing what he is saying and masters the subject.
31
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Summary and conclusions

Through our analysis of Hespress content from 2007 to 2014 we have observed different
elements of language used and combined by different writers in many circumstances. We
have also seen a big variation of treated subjects though time. From the first observations we
can remark two different periods, the after and before “Moroccan spring” of 20 February. The
first period was characterized by a direct style of opposition using expression relating to the
King’s powers and expressing critics towards him (“his duties”, “take his responsibilities”,
“he must”…). Not only the style was direct, but writers were more known by members of
opposition movements.
The coverage of the 20 February protest by Hespress can be described as “careful”, trying to
be neutral. It can be described as a “wait and see” situation where results were already shown
the following day (21 February) with the article copied from the MAP agency affirming with
certitude that protesters were rioters. It was clear then with time, and after that the situation
slowly was calmed that a new direction was taken. More and more “official” articles were
presented, giving more space to description of Royal and official activities, meanwhile, less
and less direct critical articles towards the monarchy were written. Many reasons can be given
as attempts to explain this behavior. First of all, Hespress at its start was a simple blog with a
few number of readers without any “risk” for the stability of the country. However, and with
the spread of internet in Morocco, it gained a big influence in few years, and in 2011 it was
already with a very big number of followers. It is very highly likely that it was “contacted” in
order to cover the protests in a “neutral” way. Another reason that could hypothetically be
given is the offlicialization and the new law of electronic media in Morocco. As of today
(Summer 2014) there is no electronic media law yet, but it is very clear that a set of standards
needs to be followed in order to be considered as an “official” media and not only a blog.
Hespress would not risk its big number of readers and still not be official. Being an official
media requires “changing” the line and follow somehow the “conventions and standards” of
the state.
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